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ABSTRACT
The recent surge in demand for launch opportunities of multiple small satellites has stimulated
further development of dedicated dispensers and new multi-payload concepts. A large market of
adapters and deployment technologies has been created to compactly house future small satellites
on existing launchers. However, these new launch scenarios come with a new set of challenges and
requirements regarding satellite separation dynamics which are very particular to each dedicated
mission or dispenser. Separation dynamics modeling in a multi-body simulation environment is
therefore a critical capability to develop regarding those future mission scenarios. This motivates the objective of this paper which is to present the preliminary design and development of
a dedicated multi-body dynamics simulation tool denominated MAST (Multivehicle Analysis and
Separation Tool) to provide the means to verify the required separation requirements and to verify
absence of collisions between the separated satellites and the upper stage during the separation
processes. The implementation of this tool and a test–case are presented together with some
results from a realistic use–case scenario involving a hypothetical VEGA SMSS flight mission.
This preliminary design and development of MAST shows satisfying results in terms of the tool’s
requirements also briefly outlined in the paper as well as its potential to assist in future launch
scenarios involving multivehicle separations.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background and Motivation

Launching and deploying multiple satellites at once by a single launch vehicle is a demonstrated
capability that has been recently growing. The large amount of small spacecraft to be developed has
also been rapidly increasing as evidenced in the recent years while current trends and forecasts keep
showing that this shift towards launching multiple small spacecraft will continue in the future.
Recently, SpaceX has set a new record by launching and deploying 143 satellites in orbit with the
Transporter 1 rideshare mission surpassing the record set by ISRO (the Indian Space Research Organization) in 2017 which carried and deployed a 714 kg satellite for Earth observation and another 103
additional nanosatellites weighing less than 10 kg each with the PSLV-C37 mission. Europe’s VEGA
small launcher recently demonstrated this capability by deploying 65 satellites (53 by the launcher and
the remaining by a deployed satellite/module) using its new versatile Small Satellites Mission Service
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(SSMS) dispenser during the VV16 ﬂight [1, 2], see Figure 1. With this newly developed SMSS
modular dispenser, ESA extended VEGA’s capability to deploy multiple small satellites within one
launch. In this regard, the surge in demand for these kind of launch opportunities for small satellites
has stimulated further development of dedicated dispensers and new multi-payload concepts. In the
meantime, a large market of adapters and deployment technologies has been created to compactly
house multiple small spacecraft on existing launchers.
However, the VEGA new launch scenarios and modular dispensers come with a new set of challenges
and requirements regarding satellite separation dynamics and clearance of potential collisions (with
the upper stage during separation or between satellites themselves afterwards) which are very particular to each dedicated mission or dispenser. The importance of such capability to foresee plausible
collision scenarios arises from the fact that after separation, the integrity of each stage and each deployed element must be kept in order to guarantee overall success of the mission at hand. In that sense,
the development of an integrated tool for the analysis and simulation of such separation dynamics is
desired. Separation dynamics modeling in a multi-body simulation environment is therefore a critical
capability to develop regarding those future mission scenarios and a rapid mission preparation tool
for multiple payload release is required. This motivates the development of a dedicated multi-body
dynamics simulation tool to provide the means to verify the separation requirements and to ensure
the absence of collisions between the separated satellites and the upper stage during the separation
processes, and between the satellites themselves in the short– and medium term after separation.

Figure 1: Deploying multiple small satellites virtually (left); SSMS vibration testing (right) Credit:
European Space Agency – M. Pedoussaut

1.2

Previous work

Launch vehicle separation dynamics modeling tools were ﬁrst carried out by NASA in partnership
with the (former) Martin Marietta Corporation [3, 4, 5]. This was motivated given the importance
to study launch vehicle stage separation; those efforts led to the development of the optimization
tool for trajectory optimization and guidance design P OST, a Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories [6] and its more recent follow-up, P OST 2. Regarding multibody dynamics, several tools were
also sought motivated by developing capabilities for simulating multiple ﬂexible–body dynamics, separation analysis, and liftoff clearance analysis; among those tools were for instance T REETOPS [7, 8]
and C LVTOPS [9].
Renewed interest in the subject of separation dynamics modeling during the 2000’s led NASA towards
the development of stage separation conceptual separation tools as SepSim and ConSep [10, 11, 12,
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13]. Since stage separation dynamics modeling is clearly a very challenging task and a critical capability that must be considered in the preliminary studies of next generation launchers, a generalized
approach to stage separation dynamics of launch vehicles was developed and coined as the Constraint
Force Equation (CFE) methodology [14, 15, 16]. This methodology was ﬁrst implemented into the
Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST2), mentioned before.
On the European side, early efforts on stage separation and multibody dynamics for space applications were also carried out for over 30 years by the European Space Agency (ESA) with the Dynamic
and Control Analysis Package DCAP [17, 18, 19]. It provided capabilities to model, simulate, and
analyze the dynamics and control performances of coupled rigid and ﬂexible structural systems subject to structural and space environmental loads. More recent efforts for developing and consolidating
knowledge in launcher dynamics led ESA to develop a launcher multibody dynamics simulators using DCAP as a backbone [20, 21, 22] and SimMechanics for multibody separation dynamics [23].
From DLR side, several efforts have been done to investigate an alternative approach to the methodologies found in recent literature by considering an acausal or declarative modeling approach with
the M ODELICA language [24, 25]. These efforts included a novel CFE implementation for a generic
upper stage separation systems using the mentioned acausal modeling approach where internal joint
loads are obtained automatically by the nature of such physics-based models [26]. In fact, these
efforts proved very helpful regarding dynamics modeling as a critical capability for launch vehicle
preliminary design studies where later improvements have allowed to consider such multidisciplinary
modeling capability in combination with multi–objective optimization for preliminary guidance and
control design of future space launchers [27, 28, 29, 30]. More recently, NASA is developing newer
stage separation dynamics modeling tools using the Julia language [31, 32].
Introduced within the MATLAB® Release 2019b, Simscape Multibody® offers the possibility to disengage joints triggered by an external mode parameter [33]. This means that the original kinematic
constraints imposed by a joint are removed and unrestricted motion between the originally coupled
bodies are enabled. Making use of this new functionality, a Weld Joint model triggered by an external
input can be used for the implementation of the CFE in MAST.
1.3

Objectives

The main objective of this paper to present the design and development of MAST, a Multivehicle
Analysis and Separation Tool. The main purpose of the development of this tool is to simulate multipayload (MPL) separation sequences and to provide the means to verify and to validate mission design
separation sequences and requirements. For instance, the tool shall be able to verify not only that the
separation requirements are fulﬁlled and that there are no collisions between the separated satellites
and the LV upper stage during the separation process (“clearance”), but also to verify that this does not
happen among the satellites themselves as well after a few orbits. Further detailing from the points
above leads to the following sub-objectives: (a) deﬁnition, preliminary design and development of
the tool; (b) implementation of pre–processing scripts for mission proﬁle deﬁnition, MAST elements
properties, and a procedure or script to automatically create new multi-payload separation models
using a speciﬁc input ﬁle, and (c) implementation of post–processing scripts to analyze results, visualize mission scenarios (collision detection between payloads as well as between payloads and upper
stage), perform Monte Carlo simulations with perturbed properties and eventually worst-case analysis
to prove robustness.
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1.4

Scope

The simulator has been developed and implemented using MathWorks’ Simscape Multibody modeling toolbox which allows to physically model the composite of the scenario consisting of several
separation elements (the upper stage, the payload adapter(s), the separation mechanisms, and the
payloads themselves). Aside from a user–deﬁned mission proﬁle interface (pre-processing) that is
capable to automatically assemble dynamical models, the tool also provides an interface for postprocessing analyses and visualization within Simscape’s Mechanic Explorer. The visualization setup
with a pre-deﬁned set of cameras allows to visualize the separation events sequence. Regarding post–
processing, the tool is also capable to be combined with Monte–Carlo analyses targeting the analysis
of different system requirements where models are used to simulate separation sequences with uncertain parameters. In that sense, this paper aims to give an overview of this recent activity regarding the
preliminary design and development of MAST as a simulation tool for multi-payload separation dynamics. The implementation of this tool, some V&V unit tests, and Monte-Carlo results are presented
for a realistic use–case of a hypothetical SSMS ﬂight.
1.5

Outline

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the preliminary requirements
and architectural design of the tool. In Sections 3 present modeling and implementation aspects.
Section 4 covers the tool workﬂow or how to use MAST, and Section 5 presents some simulation
results of a realistic ESA use case. Finally, Section 6 presents brief conclusions followed by an
outlook for future work.
2 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
2.1

Requirements

Within the scope of MAST, the requirements were divided into four categories: user requirements,
functional requirements, design requirements, and system requirements. Within the scope of this
paper, only a summary of the main requirements are presented in Table 1.
2.2

Basic Architectural Design

The main task of MAST is to simulate and analyze multi-payload separations from an upper stage. In
this subsection the basic architectural design of the Simulink/Simscape model is described. As it can
be seen in Figure 2 the MAST model consists of seven main blocks with their main functionalities
being stated below:
• Environment: Provides reference frames and the implementation of a gravity model with additional perturbations due to non-spherical earth and residual atmosphere.
• Launcher Dynamics: Specify the orbital motion of the upper stage with its payloads.
• Upper Stage: Contains mechanical and geometrical properties of the upper stage, including
predeﬁned payload attachment points.
• Separation Mechanism: Holds two essential functionalities for multi-payload separation simulations - ﬁrst the implementation of a Constrain Force Equation (CFE) to ensure rigid connection between a payload and the upper stage before separation and free motion afterwards - and
second the implementation of actuators to generate a separation impulse.
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Table 1: Summary of MAST Main Requirements
Main Requirements

Description

REQ-MAIN-01

The tool shall be able to simulate multi-payload separation
sequences from a launcher upper composite dispenser.

REQ-MAIN-02

The tool shall be able to analyze the possible collisions between the separated payloads and the launcher upper composite, i.e., be able to validate or cross–check a mission design based on a sequence of separation events.

REQ-MAIN-03

The tool shall be able to provide a means of representing
a multi-payload separation scenario where mission speciﬁc
characteristics are deﬁned.

REQ-MAIN-04

The tool shall be ﬂexible enough to accommodate several
conﬁgurations of launcher upper composite (upper stage,
S/C adapter and dispenser) and multi-P/L (satellites).

REQ-MAIN-05

The tool shall contain an automatic routine to create a new
multi-payload separation simulation model based on a user
deﬁned input ﬁle.

REQ-MAIN-06

The tool shall be able perform Monte-Carlo simulations for
analysis of different separation scenarios.

REQ-MAIN-07

The tool shall be able to visualize the events sequence, payload separation, and collisions (if any).

• Payloads: Contains mechanical and geometrical properties of each payload.
• Sensing: Contains sensors to measure all quantities required for separation and collision analysis. This includes measurements of distances between the bodies’ Center of Gravity and between their actual geometries/surfaces.
• AOCS System: Attitude- and Orbit Control System includes an AOCS Mode Management as
well as sensors, controller and actuator implementations to follow attitude and orbit commands.
In the next chapter a closer description of the implementation of these elements will be given.
3 MODELING AND IMPLEMENTATION
MAST is based on MATLAB® ’s physical modeling toolboxes Simscape® and Simscape Multibody® .
Simscape allows to model multi-domain physical systems within the Simulink® environment. It is
designed to emulate physical systems’ appearance and provides the fundamental building blocks for
different physical domains such as electrical, hydraulic, mechanical, thermal and more. In contrast
to signal-ﬂow based modeling in Simulink, it is based on acausal signal ﬂows and physical connections exchanging energy through their bidirectional connection ports [34]. Simscape Multibody
(formerly known as SimMechanics® ) is a toolbox extending Simscape to multi-body simulations of
3-dimensional mechanical systems using predeﬁned body blocks, joints, sensors, forces etc. from
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Figure 2: MAST Architectural Design
which the corresponding differential algebraic equations (DAEs) are self-generated [34]. The Multibody toolboxes comes with the Mechanics Explorer, a visualization tool that lets the user visually explore the model. For further information on Simscape or Simscape Multibody, the reader is referred to
MathWorks® products and documentation [34, 35]. Due to its acausal multi-body simulation capabilities combined with direct integration of Simulink control toolboxes, modeling and design techniques,
Simscape Multibody is a convenient and user-friendly framework for the application sought in this
work which falls within the multi-vehicle separation dynamics and analysis context. In the following
section the implementation of the MAST tool will be described. At the time of publication of this
paper, the MAST tool was implemented in MATLAB Release 2019b. Models with more than one
physical connection line were connected using the Simscape Bus which allows to bundle conserving
connections such as non–directional connection lines between Simscape Multibody conserving ports
into one Simscape Bus line [34] improving signiﬁcantly the clarity of the MAST model.
3.1

Environment

This subsection introduces the MAST environment model. It contains reference frames, a gravity
model including perturbations, and an atmosphere model which are necessary to simulate the orbital dynamics of an upper stage (US) conﬁguration with several payloads (PLs) both attached and
separated.
The ﬁrst reference frame is the Earth-Centered-Inertial frame (ECI). Its origin is placed in Earth’s
center of gravity with the x–axis pointing to the vernal equinox, its z–axis points to the north pole and
the y–axis completes a right-hand set. The Earth–Centered–Earth–Fixed frame (ECEF) shares the
same origin and xy–plane with the xECEF –axis pointing towards the Greenwich meridian. It rotates
around the zECI –axis with Earth’s angular velocity ΩECI = [ 0 0 ωE ]T with ωE = 7.2921158553−5
rad/s [36]. For control and pointing purposes, it is convenient to deﬁne a reference frame relative
to the spacecraft’s orbit. For this, the origin of a Local-Vertical-Local-Horizontal frame (LVLH) is
placed in the spacecraft’s center of gravity. Its z–axis is pointing towards the center of Earth, and its
y–axis points along the negative orbit normal. The x–axis completes a right-hand set. In case of a
circular orbit, the xLVLH –axis is aligned with the orbital velocity of the spacecraft. The basis vectors
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of the LVLH coordinate system, expressed in the ECI–frame can be determined as follows [36]:
rECI
krECI k
(rECI × vECI )
=−
k (rECI × vECI ) k
= yLVLH × zLVLH

zLVLH = −

(1a)

yLVLH

(1b)

xLVLH

(1c)

where rECI and vECI are the spacecraft’s position and velocity in the ECI frame. The direction cosine
matrix (DCM) from LVLH to ECI frame can be expressed as:
RECI/LVLH = [xLVLH

yLVLH

zLVLH ]

(2)

Gravity was implemented using Simscape’s Inverse Square Law Force block. This block calculates a
force proportional to the inverse of the squared distance between the two frames attached. Therefore
one Inverse Square Law Force block was necessary for the upper stage and one additional block
for each payload. The magnitude of the gravity force depends on a force constant which is the
earth standard gravitational parameter µ = G · MEarth multiplied by the mass of the upper stage
or corresponding payload. Perturbations due to Earth deviating from a perfect spherical shape were

Figure 3: Gravity Implementation using Simscape’s Inverse Square Law Force block.
taken into account by considering a second-order spherical harmonic geopotential model including
only the zonal harmonics. These perturbing forces acting on the spacecraft in ﬂight were calculated
as:
Fpert = m · apert
(3)
where m is the mass of the corresponding body (US or PL) and apert are perturbing accelerations due
to the non-spherical shape of Earth. Due to the limited time–duration of the simulations, apert are
considered up to J2 and J3 effects since higher order perturbations can be deemed negligible. In that
sense, apert is given by [36]:
apert = aJ2 + aJ3
(4)
with
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where r = krk, is the norm of the spacecraft position vector, µ is the earth standard gravitation parameter, R⊕ is the earth equatorial radius and J2 and J3 are zonal coefﬁcients with J2 = 1.08262668355−3
and J3 = −2.53265648533−6 . Furthermore, aerodynamic drag forces due to residual atmosphere
were calculated as follows [36]:
1
Faero = − · ρ · cD · S · kvk · v
2

(7)

where ρ is the atmospheric density, cD is the spacecraft’s drag coefﬁcient, S is the spacecraft area
projected along the direction of motion and v is the relative velocity of the spacecraft with respect
to the atmosphere. To obtain the density ρ, the MSIS–86 atmosphere model was implemented [37]
since it is a common model of temperature, density, and composition in the upper atmosphere. Since
it is assumed that earth’s atmosphere rotates with the planet without any shearing, v is equal to the
velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the ECEF frame. Moreover, solar pressure might be also
taken into account but it can be neglected since this perturbation is much less than the drag forces
at the considered altitudes. Perturbing forces were calculated using standard Simulink blocks and
introduced to the Simscape environment using Simscape’s External Forces and Torques block as
shown in Figure 4 for the aerodynamic drag.

Figure 4: Implementation of Aerodynamic Drag using Simscape’s External Force and Torque Block

3.2

Launcher Dynamics

To model the orbital dynamics of the upper stage conﬁguration, Simscape’s Cartesian- and Spherical
Joint blocks were used, see Figure 5. These blocks specify the motion of a body, in this case the
upper stage with respect to a reference frame. Within MAST, the Earth–Centered–Inertial frame as
described in Chapter 3.1 was chosen as reference frame, whereby the Cartesian Joint enables three
translational degrees of freedom (DoF) and the Spherical Joint three rotational DoF. Within these two
blocks, the initial conditions of the upper stage for position, velocity, angular rate as well as initial
attitude angles are deﬁned as state targets. Orbital dynamics are governed by external accelerations
(due to gravity, residual atmosphere, aerodynamic drag, etc.) acting on the corresponding body.
Within MAST, these accelerations were implemented in the environment model as described in the
previous subsection. Correct implementation of the orbital dynamics and environment model were
veriﬁed by directly comparing orbital elements with results from the commercially available and
well–established ASTOS tool [38].

Figure 5: Implementation of Launcher Dynamics using Cartesian- and Spherical Joints
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3.3

Upper Stage

The implementation of the upper stage model can be divided in three main functionalities: mechanical
properties, geometry model and deﬁnition of payload attachment points. The geometrical model
consists of several Simscape body elements including Extruded, Cylindrical, and Revolved Solids,
to approximately represent the physical SSMS dispenser geometry. A modular implementation was
chosen such that different upper stage conﬁgurations can be easily realized. Figure 6 shows different
conﬁgurations of the upper stage with the main modules being named.

Figure 6: Upper Stage in different Conﬁgurations with main Modules
At each upper stage module, except the adapter, payloads can be attached to speciﬁc attachment points
with the possibility of adding dispensers for CubeSats to the Hexagonal-element (HEX). For every
upper stage module these attachment points are pre–deﬁned and routing between the attachment point
and the corresponding payload, respectively its separation system, takes place within the upper stage
model.
3.4

Separation Mechanisms

3.4.1 Constraint Force Equation Methodology

The core part of multivehicle separation modeling is the separation dynamics and its implementation.
This can be done for instance using the Constraint Force Equation (CFE) methodology [14, 15, 16]. In
the context of payload separation, a CFE implementation is very useful to ensure that all payloads are
rigidly connected to the upper stage during joint motion and that they follow their respective motion
after separation. The CFE methodology is a highly intuitive method consisting of the computation
of joint loads and constraints (internal forces and torques) together with their application as external
forces and torques on each body independently, see [14, 15, 16]. In consequence, the CFE joint
model simply augments the external loads of the system [15]. In general, the CFE methodology
allows to consider any type of joint which allows (or forbids) any speciﬁc relative motion between
bodies and redundancy of joints when necessary. Generally speaking, we consider for instance the
constrained motion of two rigid bodies A and B connected by a single joint between two points A
and B in their respective body–frames. Deﬁning unit–vectors e for particular directions (depending
of the considered constrained motion) of the corresponding body–frame (A or B), to constraint the
relative motion between the bodies it is required that:
(rB − rA ) · eA = 0,
eA · eB = 0,

for each direction constrained
for constrained (perpendicular) direction pairs

(8a)
(8b)

where rA (resp., rB ) is the position vector to point A (resp., B). This means that the distance between
the two points of a particular direction must remain ﬁxed and that three properly selected two-unitvector sets must remain perpendicular. Eq. (8) has to be differentiated twice with respect to time so
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that the resulting relationships involve the unknown accelerations and angular accelerations, thus ﬁnally being able to couple them with the equations of motion. In other words [14], these equations are
given by g̈ = 0 which are generalized constraint equations of the joint where g represents the nondifferentiated constraints in Eq. (8). An important aspect of the CFE methodology relevant to this work
is the accuracy and computational effort of the joint loads solution; these are sensitive to computational error and initial joint missalignment [15] since g̈ = 0 allows perturbations to grow linearly with
time. To handle such concern, the CFE algorithm is typically augmented with a stabilization technique known as Baumgarte stabilization [14, 39, 40]. This particular stabilization technique consists
on replacing the generalized constraint equations by g̈ + 2η ġ + η 2 g = 0 which is an asymptotically stable ODE (for η > 0); however, at the expense of more computational effort. In [26] it was
shown how using M ODELICA a CFE implementation (including the Baumgarte stabilization) using
an acausal modeling approach helps to obtain the internal joint loads automatically [26]. The SimMechanics implementation presented in [23] solved the CFE and stabilization issues by considering the
nondifferentiated and once differentiated forms of g in closed–loop with a PD–regulator with tunable
gains KP and KD .
3.4.2 Simscape Implementation

Introduced within the MATLAB Release 2019b, Simscape Multibody offers the possibility to disengage joints controlled by an external mode-parameter [33]. This means that the original kinematic
constraints imposed by a joint are removed and unrestricted motion between the originally coupled
bodies are enabled. Making use of this functionality one Weld Joint block per Payload with an external
input was used to implement the CFE in MAST (see Figure 7). Separation is triggered by switching
the mode-parameter input from 0 (joint motion) to −1 (free motion) and thereby disengaging the joint.

Figure 7: CFE Implementation using Simscape’s Weld Joint Block
After separation, free translational and rotational motion between the two bodies needs to be ensured
with (at least) an initial impulse to generate a separation. Within MAST, this functionality is divided
into two blocks:
• CFE-block: Implementation to ensure a rigid connection before and free motion after separation
(using a Weld Joint block or an implementation using Eq. (??))
• Separation System–block: Implementation of actuators to generate a separation impulse
Figure 8 shows on the left joint constraint forces and torques as well as the corresponding joint’s
mode-parameter for an exemplary application. It can be seen that constraint forces and torques are
non-zero before separation at t = 10 s (while the CFE is active) and become zero as soon as separation
is triggered by switching the mode-parameter to −1, thereby disengaging the joint and enabling free
motion. As mentioned above, the second functionality of the separation mechanism is to introduce a
separation impulse [23]. This impulse is caused by several actuators such as compressed springs or
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Figure 8: CFE Characteristics and Actuator Dynamics for a Separation at t=10 s
spring–damper systems which are released when a payload is separated. Within MAST, an impulsive,
non–damped spring was implemented as actuator where the spring-force is calculated as follows [23]:


q
F
k
· (t − tsep )
, if t ≥ tsep and (t − tsep ) < timpulse
max · cos
m
FActuator =
(9)
0
, otherwise

with Fmax being the maximum spring force, k is the spring constant, m the release mass and tsep the
time of separation. The actuator response can be seen in Figure 8 on the right. As soon as a separation
is triggered an actuator force is generated (middle plot) and applied to the connected bodies. Since
the joint in between the payload and upper stage is disengaged at this time their distance increases
immediately (bottom plot). The spring model as implemented in Simscape is shown in Figure 9. The
spring force is introduced to the system by making use of an actuated 6-DoF Joint with the separation
direction being parallel to the surface normal at the attachment point on the upper stage.

Figure 9: Actuator Implementation
For each physical actuator of the separation system one spring model has to be added to the separation
system model. Besides regular payloads, the MAST tool should also be able to simulate the separation
of CubeSats from their dispensers. In contrast to regular payloads the separation of a CubeSat from
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its dispenser is limited to a 1-dimensional translational motion along the dispenser rail before it has
completely left the dispenser. In MAST this was solved by connecting a Weld- and a Prismatic Joint
in parallel. Same as with regular payloads the Weld Joint provides the CFE implementation and
guarantees a rigid connection between upper stage and CubeSats before separation. After separation
the Prismatic Joint remains engaged enabling a 1-dimensional translational motion along the joint’s
z–axis. The distance between the upper stage surface and the CubeSat is measured, and once the
distance exceeds the dispenser rail length, the Prismatic Joint is disengaged – enabling the CubeSat
to move freely. Figure 10 shows the implementation of a CubeSat dispenser in detail.

Figure 10: CubeSat Dispenser Implementation

3.5

Mode Management and AOCS System

This subsection brieﬂy describes the implemented Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS). The
need for Attitude and Orbit control can directly be derived from the tool requirements. It shall be
possible to manipulate the upper stage orbit as well as its attitude and angular rates. As input to the
AOCS system, the user has to deﬁne an AOCS input ﬁle containing the AOCS modes and commands
as time–vectors. Simscape’s Transform Sensor is used to measure quantities required within the controllers, such as attitude and angular rates. Mode management and controllers were implemented
using standard Simulink blocks while Simscape’s External Force and Torque block was used to apply thrust and torque computed by the controllers to the upper stage body. Table 2 summarizes the
implemented AOCS modes and respective controllers.
3.6

Distance Measurement and Collision Detection

MAST is able to track collisions between all payloads and between the upper stage and the payloads.
Two basic methods of collision detection between these bodies have to be differentiated:
• In–simulation collision detection between geometries
• Post–processing collision detection between geometries and collision spheres
During simulation, the distance between the geometries of the separated elements are tracked. In case
their distance falls below a certain threshold, a collision is detected and the simulation is stopped; this
also triggers an alert that is provided to the user. The results from the in–simulation collision detection
are not further used for the post-processing collision detection. The main collision detection within
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Table 2: AOCS Modes implemented in MAST
Mode

Description

Attitude Control Modes
Coast

No forces or torques applied.

Detumbling

Angular rate is damped to zero.

Spin

Angular rate tracks a commanded value.

Attitude control (wrt. ECI)

Upper stage attitude tracks reference quaternion with respect to ECI. When the reference is the unit quaternion
qref = [ 0 0 0 1 ]T , the upper stage body frame aligns
to the ECI frame.

Attitude control (wrt. LVLH)

Upper stage attitude tracks reference DCM wrt. LVLH (see
3.1 for information on LVLH frame). When the reference
DCM equals the identity matrix, the upper stage body frame
aligns to the LVLH frame.

Orbit Control Modes
Engine Off

No force applied to the upper stage.

Boost

Applies a predeﬁned constant thrust force to the upper stage
during a speciﬁed time interval.

Delta–v

Changes the upper stage’s orbital velocity according to the
command.

the MAST tool takes place in post–processing scripts. During simulations, two types of sensors –
Transform Sensors and Spatial Contact Force blocks are used for sensing. Simscape’s Transform
Sensor measures translational and rotational quantities between two physical frames. Within MAST,
these frames are placed in the Center of Gravity of the upper stage and payloads. The Spatial Contact
Force block allows to measure the distance between two bodies’ geometries. In order to use Spatial
Contract Force block, the export of a body’s entire geometry has to be enabled. The implementation
of these two sensors with the corresponding measurement method are shown in Figure 11. These
measurement outputs are then used within the post-processing scripts for collision detection. Four
different types of collisions are distinguished:
• Collision of geometries
• Collision of constant collision spheres
• Collision of increasing collision spheres
• Close ﬂy–by (with a sign change of the relative velocity)
A Collision Sphere is a sphere that envelopes a payload’s entire geometry. The ﬁrst three types of
collisions are sketched in Figure 12. The idea behind changing the collision detection method is to
counteract inaccuracies in the model and numerics. An identiﬁer is assigned to each collision type. In
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Figure 11: Simscape’s Transform Sensor (left) and Spatial Contact Force block (right) with the corresponding Measurement Method

Figure 12: Collision Types distinguished within the Post-Processing Collision Detection
case a possible collision due to a close ﬂy–by (with a sign change in the relative velocity) is detected
(without another type of collision being identiﬁed), an additional small simulation with the involved
bodies’ parameters and properties is started with the additional simulation having a much smaller
solver step size than the original simulation.
4 TOOL WORKFLOW – HOW TO USE MAST
4.1

General Workflow

As already mentioned, MAST is a MATLAB tool with the capability to automatically assemble
Simulink and Simscape models in order to be able to simulate separation dynamics and sequences
of several payloads deployed from a common upper stage. Additionally to the pre–processing capabilities and automatic assembly options, Monte Carlo simulations and post–processing routines
were developed for the MAST tool; among these, a common scenario to analyze is to detect possible
collisions between the payloads themselves and between payloads and upper stage (“clearance”).
Figure 13 shows the typical workﬂow when using MAST while Figure 14 shows a sketch of the
intended user experience. In a ﬁrst step, the user has to prepare an input ﬁle containing all information required from the mission at hand and regarding the automatic assembly options. A second
input ﬁle includes AOCS modes concerning mode management, and the attitude and orbit reference
commands. In a next step, the automatic assembly script can be executed resulting in the automatic
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assembly of the Simulink and Simscape models in accordance with the deﬁnitions and requirements
from the user input ﬁle. The newly assembled model can be executed as standalone model or further
used in a Monte Carlo routine. In both cases, Simscape’s Mechanics Explorer can be used to visualize the simulation making use of predeﬁned or additional cameras. After the deﬁnition of Monte
Carlo settings, the automatically assembled model can be used to perform Monte Carlo simulations
with perturbed parameters (using normal distribution). After all simulations are ﬁnished, possible
collisions are detected and plotted by a post–processing script.

Figure 13: MAST Workﬂow

Figure 14: MAST User Interfaces

4.2

Pre–Processing and Automatic Assembly

The automatic assembly aims at simplifying the usage of MAST and at reducing the possibility for errors by manual assembly or modiﬁcation of the model(s). It is based on a user–input ﬁle in which the
user deﬁnes all mechanical properties and parameters needed for the respective multi–payload separation scenario. The user–input ﬁle needs to contain at least the following information in a structured
manner:
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• Simulation Properties: Simulation times, initial conditions, perturbations;
• Upper Stage Properties: Mass, CoG position, Moment of Inertia (MoI), drag coefﬁcient,
surface area, geometrical properties;
• Payload Properties: Mass, MoI, dimensions, CoG position, drag coefﬁcient, surface area – for
each payload;
• Separation System Properties: Separation time, actuation time, number of actuators, actuator
positions, spring force and ﬁnal stroke – for each payload’s separation system;
• Routing Information: Payload attachment positions on the upper stage.
The automatic assembly script calls the user input ﬁle and assembles the model accordingly. The core
of the assembly routine is a for–loop with the total number of payloads as the counter. Frequently
recurring sub–models such as generic payloads or separation system actuators are deﬁned in a library.
For every step of the assembly routine and deﬁnition in the user input ﬁle, the corresponding Simulink,
Simscape or library blocks are added to the basic model and their parameters are set based on the
deﬁnition of the user input ﬁle. The automatic assembly script is mainly based on the following
four MATLAB commands which can be used to manipulate models in Simulink: add block();
add line(); set param(); and get param().
A routing script within the automatic assembly enables the payloads to be correctly and automatically
assigned to their attachment point on the upper stage as deﬁned within the routing section of the user–
input ﬁle. Figure 15 shows the routing section of an exemplary user input ﬁle in which the attachment
position of all payloads, including several CubeSats stored in CubeSat dispensers are deﬁned. The
right side of the Figure shows the visualization of the corresponding upper stage assembly.

Figure 15: Routing section of the User–Input File (left) and Visualization of corresponding Model
(right)

4.3

Post-Processing - Monte Carlo Routine

As depicted in Figure 13 the automatic assembly results in a ready-to-run Simulink/Simscape model.
This model can either be used stand-alone or it can be embedded in a Monte Carlo routine. The latter
requires the user to name perturbed parameters and specify their standard deviation assuming normal
distribution. Table 3 summarizes all properties that can be perturbed for Monte Carlo simulations.
The Monte Carlo script then automatically creates a perturbed parameter set and adjusts the perturbed
parameter for each simulation in all elements of the model that depend on the respective parameter. It
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Table 3: Variable Parameters for Monte Carlo Simulations
Model

Parameter

Upper Stage

Mass, MoI, PoI, CoG vector

Payloads

Mass, MoI, PoI, CoG vector

Separation System

tsep , tact , ﬁnal spring stroke Lf , spring force Fk

further executes all simulations and stores the results after each execution. When all simulations are
ﬁnished the Monte Carlo script calls the post processing scripts for collision detection (see section
3.6). Possible collisions between the payloads themselves as well as between the upper stage and a
payload are detected and results are plotted for all simulations performed.
5 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION TEST CASE
5.1

Test–Case Setup

The main objective of this test–case is to verify the correct implementation of the automatic assembly
script. This includes the model’s functional behavior in a complex separation scenario and the correct
implementation of the post–processing scripts. The post–processing scripts include the Monte Carlo
routine and the collision detection routines. Upper stage and payloads shall represent a hypothetical VEGA SSMS mission on a sun–synchronous, circular orbit. All non–zero initial conditions are
summarized in Table 4.
Table 4: Test–Case (non–zero) Initial Conditions
Parameter

Value

Units

Orbit height

800

km

Inclination

98.696

Angular Rate

[5

0.1

deg
0.2 ]

T

deg/s

For the test–case the upper stage shall be composed of the lower Hexagonal module, the Plate and
central Column modules plus four Tower modules. Payloads should be attached as summarized in
Table 5.
After an initial coast and detumbling phase the upper stage’s attitude shall be controlled with respect
to the LVLH frame. To avoid collisions, an avoidance maneuver shall be performed after the lateral
separation from each upper stage module. These avoidance maneuvers were implemented by rotating
the upper stage by 60 deg around the LVLH y–axis and ﬁring the main engine for a short–time boost.
After separation of the ﬁrst payload the orbit of the upper stage assembly shall be slightly changed by
performing a delta–v maneuver. Figure 16 summarizes the separation sequence as well as the AOCS
modes of the test case.
When the model is assembled Monte Carlo simulations with perturbed parameters shall be performed
taking into account that system properties are deﬁned with certain tolerance levels around their nominal values.
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Table 5: Payload Allocation for Test Case
Upper Stage Module

Attached Payloads

Separation Type and Time

Column Module

1 Mini-Satellite

Longitudinal, single separation at
1300 s

Tower Modules

4 Nano-satellites

Longitudinal, sequential separation
at tsep = [2700, 2750, 2800, 2850] s

Plate Module

4 Micro-satellites

Longitudinal, sequential separation
at tsep = [3500, 3550, 3600, 3650] s

Hexagonal Module

3 Nano-Satellites

Lateral, simultaneous separation at
tsep = 4500 s

3 CubeSat dispensers
(total of 8 CubeSats)

Lateral, sequential separation between t = 4700 and t = 5450 s

Figure 16: Test Case - Separation Sequence and AOCS Modes
5.2

Use–Case Model and Results

Figure 17 shows the Simscape/Simulink model resulting from the automatic assembly on the left with
the corresponding visualization including all payloads on the right. Based on the user input ﬁle, the
model was correctly assembled by the automatic assembly routine and the AOCS implementation
worked as expected following all commands without getting unstable.
Separation of all payloads was also triggered correctly with the separation sequence shown in Figure
18 and no collisions were detected due to the long time intervals between separations.
Regarding the results of the test–case, correct implementation of all main functionalities according to
user requirements and functional requirements could be veriﬁed. The model was correctly assembled
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Figure 17: Test Case - SimScape Model (left) and Visualization (right)

Figure 18: Test Case - Visualization of Payload Separation Sequence
by the automatic assembly routine based on the deﬁnitions in the user input ﬁle. Payloads were
attached at the right positions, and the separation system characteristics were correctly assigned.
The assembled model could be directly run without further effort. Visualization was enabled using
Simscape’s Mechanic Explorer. All payloads were separated at the deﬁned times with the AOCS
system keeping the upper stage controlled and stable. Perturbed parameter sets for Monte Carlo
simulations were also generated, and perturbed parameters were manipulated within the model for
each simulation and all simulations were performed. Due to high time intervals between payload
separations, no collisions could be detected. Unit tests in the scope of a Veriﬁcation and Validation
(V&V) test plan showed the collision detection capability of the post-processing routines. In the
next subsection one of these unit-tests based on the test-case conﬁguration with a deliberately caused
collision is shown.
5.3

Collision Test–Case

To evaluate a collision in the test case scenario, a collision of the mini–satellite (mounted on the
central Column module) and a micro–satellite attached to the Plate module was intentionally caused
by manipulating the separation times and separation system characteristics. Figure 19 shows the
result of this test case. The plot shows the distance between the two payloads (top right) as well as the
corresponding relative velocity (middle right) and collision ﬂag (bottom right). The mini–satellite is
separated at t = 1300 s causing the distance to increase until separation of the micro–satellite, which
in turn experiences a higher acceleration due to modiﬁed mass and separation system characteristics.
At t = 1325 s, the short time period after separation is reached and the collision spheres method is
introduced (see chapter 3.6, especially Figure 12). At approximately t = 1356 s, the contact between
collision spheres is detected resulting in the collision ﬂag being raised to 1.4. In the top plot of
Figure 19 this can be seen by the relevant distance (red line) crossing the collision condition (black
line; equals the sum of both collision shere radii). Shortly afterwards, the geometries touch and the
collision ﬂag is set to 1.6 resulting in the simulation to be stopped (see blue dashed line reaching zero
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distance). This example clearly showcases one of the capabilities of MAST, which is being able to
detect collisions in a meaningful way. The tool shall be used therefore in properly assessing mission
separation sequences and eventually having an impact on design and conﬁguration choices for the
next generation of satellite deployment architectures.

Figure 19: Collision Detection Results

6 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The objective of this paper was to present the preliminary design and development of MAST, a Multivehicle Analysis and Separation Tool. The main purpose of the development of this tool is to simulate
multi-payload (MPL) separation sequences and to provide the means to verify and to validate such
mission design separation sequences and requirements. The simulator is developed and implemented
using the MathWorks Simscape Multibody modeling toolbox which allows to physically model the
composite of the scenario consisting of the launch vehicle upper stage, the payload adapters, separation mechanisms, and the payloads themselves, while also considering separation and orbital dynamics. This is done within the simulation environment of MATLAB & Simulink, which in combination with Simscape, allows these physical–based, acausal modeling features to be combined and
integrated for example with other disciplines like AOCS and GN&C. A use case representative of a
realistic mission scenario for a hypothetical VEGA SSMS ﬂight was deﬁned and successfully tested
using the MAST tool. This scenario implementation was accompanied with some V&V unit tests and
Monte-Carlo routines. The results were able to verify not only that the required separation requirements are fulﬁlled and that there are no collisions between the separated elements during separation,
but also to verify that collisions does not happen among the satellites after a few orbits.
For future implementations and improvements of the tool, we conclude the paper with the following
outlook: (a) modiﬁcation of the tool using new features from the latest Simscape release (R2021a)
which include better collision models and interfaces between the foundational domain (1D) and the
multibody domain; (b) improvements and modiﬁcations in the Environment model (common gravity
model, for instance); (c) increasing the ﬁdelity of actuator dynamics and their impact at separation
time; (d) implementation of novel, more complex CubeSat dispensers; (e) integration of Monte Carlo
routines for use with worst case analysis tools.
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